
The Future Design of Workplace

Suit individual business needs   
The modular office design takes the collaborative nature of 
an open-plan office, and combines it with customized private 
spaces to suit individual business needs, but without the high 
costs of starting the interior design process from scratch. That 
provides corporate flexibility to decide office location, and the 
ability to adapt the latest technology when the new era comes.

Innovative workspace technology 
The modern & meticulous office design solution  can reduce over 50% of the original office size with the aid of 
hybrid workplace technology such as smart lighting, smart pods, interactive whiteboards, virtual conference 
solutions etc., which allows corporations to have the flexibility to allocate its resources and adapt to the latest 
working styles.

A new disruptive way 
to design and renovate 
your new workplace
Ricoh Modular Hybrid Workplace  

Under the proper design and planning, the modular office design could reduce over 50% of original space.

Creating a workplace for tomorrow

Space Plan Smart Lighting ModularFurniture SmartPod E&M Smart Devices

In the past few years, especially after the outbreak of the pandemic, office design and applications 
have had revolutionary changes from the traditional, rigid office design to focusing on convenience, 
agility, and flexibility of installation, in order to adapt to the fast-changing business world, as well as 
reduce the cost of rental offices. 

Create flexible multi-purposes space
The latest trend of interior design is building with functional-based units to create multi-purposes space for more flexibility. 
Corporates can adapt modular office design to optimise the usage of workplace with an extremely low rental expense.

Modular Hybrid Workplace Services



Traditional office

Modular workplace

*remarks: Less than a month to bui ld a new workplace. Assumed 5,000 sq.ft.
bare-shel l off ice with raised f loor in good condit ion, Not included the production
& logist ic lead t ime of modular system furniture.

The modular equipment and 
furniture is made of eco-materials 
that fulfilled the government 
limitation of formaldehyde, 
benzene and TVOC, it shortens 
the move-in date and saves cost 
from renovation.

Modular office elements provide 
multifunctional purposes to meet 
various work functions and enable 
hybrid workstyle. The companies 
do not need to bear the risk and 
the cost of adopting new offices 
and pausing company operations.

Built by functionality, not by departments
Focusing on the functionalities of the workspace instead of 
allocation of department members. For example: The distribution 
of the meeting room systems, the video conference devices, 
different user habits and employee privacies.

Built for the customer experience
The flexible modular design allows your company to 
respond to the partners’ feedback and agile working style, 
to enhance the cooperation and communications between 
different parties. 

Consult for professional advice
Our experts can advise on the most suitable design based 
on your employee behavior, company development 
scheme, and budget. If you have any questions, please 
consult our expert team here. 

Quick set-up, reduce lead time

The modular parts are designed 
and produced before the project 
starts, so the renovation can be 
completed in less than a month*, 
reducing rental and staff costs lost 
during the office redesign period.

Lower cost of renovation Environmentally friendly

Get professional consultation
https://www.ricoh.com.hk/contact-us

How to build the most suitable modular workplace for my company?

Ricoh Modular Hybrid Workplace Services


